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Answer ALL Questions

1. (aJ Distinguish between average velocity and instantaneous

velocity. Under what condition is the average velocity equal to

instantaneous velocitY.

A particle located at position x = 0 at time t = 0 starts moving

along the positive r-direction with a velocity u that varies as

u =irli. How do the displacement, velocity and acceleration

of the particle vary with time f? What is the average velocify

of the particle if it moves to a distance d in time t from rest?

tb) A particle is moving in two dimensions and its position is

given by the polar coordinates {r,0). Show that the velocity u

and the acceleration a of the particle are given by:

v =fer*r0e6

o = (i - roz)e, + QE + zto)e6

i

where e, and €s attl the unit vedors along and perpendicular

to the radial direction respectively.
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2. Explain briefly what you mean by Kinetic energy, Potential
energy, Work done, Work-Energy principal and Conservative
force.

A particle with unit mass which is initially at res! moves under
the action of a force:

p = [(rcz + r)i + (2t + 3]'+ +E]iv where t is tnsec.

i. Express the Newton's second law of motion and write down
its mathematical representation.

ii. Find the acceleration of the particle in terms of time t.

iii. Find the velocity of the particle at time t = L and t = 2.

iv. Determine the work done by the force when the particle
moves from one point to another, in a time interval t = 1 and

t=2.

v. Find the kinetic energy of the particle at time f = l" and.t, = 2.

vi. Veriff the Work-energy theorem using your results for the
previous parts.


